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Instructions of  
FPH-53P Ball Head

Specifications

Features

Construction

Attention

Clamp

How to install

Model L x B x H

FHP-53P

*Design and specification are subject to real product.

3. Make sure that the quick release plate is well 
places and that the knob is locked

1. Align the quick 
release palte

2. Slant the quick release palte 
and press it

1. Locking force and smoothness 
have been greately improved.

2. The surface is processed 
through oxidation and delicate 
workmanship. 

3. 360° scale design, suitable for 
panoramic shooting. 

1. Please lock the ball head before using
2. After using the ball head in a wet, sandy or dusty 

environment clean it carefully (with pure alcohol).
3. Do not use it in sea water.
4. Do not inject corrosive materials into the 

ball head.
5. Do not use under –20° C and over +70° C.

ø 30 mm 0.27 kg 5 kg72.5 x 43.5 x 81 mm
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Thank you for choosing our products. Please read carefully before using. 

[EN]

Instructions of  
Compact Traveler No. 1 

[EN]

*Design and specification are subject to real product.

            
             
Compact Sections Max D Folded Min H Max H Weight Loading
Traveler 1 5 22 mm 320 mm 300 mm 1400 mm 1.2 kg 5 kg

Features
1. This colorful tripod is specially designed for travel 

enthusiasts and outdoor photographers. It is 
compact in size, extendable in height, leightweight, 
colorful and can be carried with ease. 

2. Three angle design, two section separate hidden 
center column, when shooting, just release the 
locking sleeve to increase the height.

3. All aviation aluminum magnesium alloy forging, 
CNC precision technoloy, anodic oxidation process.

180º reverse folding

High Angle Middle Angle

Low Angle

Angle adjustment

Press the button to 
adjust the angle of  
the leg (got patent)

Anti-rotate screw

Srew the upward 
screw to avoid that 
the ball head rotates. 
Then use the wrench 
to lock.

3/8 ball head
screw

Hidden center column

Turn left to loose  
the locking sleeve  
and adjust the  
height of the 
center column. 

Reverse folding

Hidden hook

It is used for 
hanging sand 
bags/carry bags 
so that the 
stability can be 
increased Foam grip

Screw out the hook 
to do inversive 
shooting

LoosenTighten

Including tripod bag and tool.
In order to improve the product, the design/specifica-
tion/parameter can be changed which are subject to 
real object.

Attentions
1. Do not overload the tripod.

2. Use the locking sleeve when using the product in the status of tightening  
the center column.

3. Do not use the tripod under –20° C and over +70° C.

4. Do not use the tripod for a long time in the sun.

5. Use carefully when operating in dangerous places.

6. Do not move the tripod and equipment (camera) together.

7. Lubricant is not needed, however, please use standard lubricant or lipa when 
necessary.

8. For your own safety, do not let the product touch any electrical objects, high 
voltage equipment and superactive chemicals.




